FAQ
Q
If a wheelchair player has been throwing at a board set at normal height are they required to
change to throwing on the lowered height?
A
No, current players have the option to continue as they have been or switch to the 137cm height, it's
their choice.
Q
Is it still ok to have the front wheels over the oche if the choice is made to continue throwing at
the normal height?
A
Yes, having front wheels in front of the oche never has and never will give those in wheelchairs any advantage. Their centre of gravity is at the base of the spine and that's over the back axle which is kept
behind the oche.
Q
How will distinction be made between those in wheelchairs who can enter mainstream darts
events and those who should enter events for those with disability?
A
Where a player's only disability is loss of lower body mobility they may enter mainstream events. Other
wheelchair players and those with more severe physical or mental disabilities are encouraged to enter
the additional competitions run throughout the year.
Q
Are wheelchair players expected to purchase the Wildfire 137 dart frame to use at home?
A
No, wheelchair players need only purchase standard equipment and set it at the new board height for
practice at home. The Wildfire frame is obviously available to those who want head to head games at
home with able-bodied opponents, but it's not essential.
Q
How soon can I expect to see a Wildfire 137 dart frame at my local league?
A
Wildfire 137 dart frames are available in Australia through a range of options. They may be purchased,
leased long or short term or hired for specific events. If you intend joining a local league as a matter of
courtesy it would be appropriate to make your intentions known to the league thereby allowing time for
arrangements to be made for supply of the frame if one isn't yet available there.
Frames will be filtering through the system continually from now on but some cooperation and consideration on all sides is expected. Where no progress is being made with a local league or venue contact
me and I will mediate on your behalf and try to resolve any issues.

Q
How are the frames obtained?
A
Frames at this point in time are only available in Australia and can be purchased, leased or hired
through www.wheelchairdarts.com simply email through your request. Sponsorship of the disability
darts program will be undertaken through the income generated.
Q
How much does a frame cost?
A
Frames cost around AUD$550 to purchase but this does not include the two dart boards or shipping
cost. Dartboards can be supplied and pricing is available on request. Leasing is available to venues,
leagues and clubs for $100 deposit and $50 per month (boards and delivery not included). Hire for an
event is $100 per weekend (boards included but not delivery).
Q
What if a frame is going to become a permanent fixture?
A
The Wildfire 137 dart frame is available in a range of configurations both portable and fixed. It is best to
discuss your requirement with us to ensure the correct model is purchased. Home and Competitions
Editions are pictured.

